This paper addresses the functional behavior of Cellular Neural Networks (CNN).
Introduction
The converged final state of a Cellular Neural Network relies on the interaction between cells as determined by the templates. Some applications depend on the output value of cells to determine the final state of the Network. This paper will look at the effect of variances in the convergence rate of cells and its impact on the final state of the Network.
The testing of CNNs has been scarcely addressed. The only existing approach has limited applications such as only orthogonal interaction with neighboring cells is tested and it requires additional hardware to implement [l] . The test described in this article overcomes the previous limitations and achieves 100% fault detection. Using the concept of C-Testability, it is possible to determine the functionality of a processing may by applying a constant number of predetermined vectors independent of the array size and then comparing the actual output values to the predicted output values [2] . Under C-Testability, the input is propagated through the network to arrive at a final output state. If the actual final state is the one predicted by the given input vector, then the network is determined to be operating properly. However, if a given cell is faulty, its faulty state value will also be propagated and the fault will appear at the output.
Background
A CNN is an analog cellular nonlinear dynamic processor array. The basic circuit unit is called the cell [3, 4] . It contains linear and nonlinear circuit elements. Any cell, C(i,j), is connected only to its neighbor cells, i.e. adjacent cells interact directly with each other, see 
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Cell convergence is achieved when C " = 0. The rate dt of convergence is determined by many factors. The amount of current that is flowing into the cell, as govemed by the templates, determines if the cell converges at its maximum rate T. t is defined as the amount of time it takes for the state of a cell to change from its most positive state to its most negative state. The maximum convergence rate of a cell C(ij) is determined by C the capacitor, as defined in (l) , and the equivalent resistance, Req, seen by C. If another cell C(m,n) in the CNN has a variance in either C or Rcq the result will be a change in t, defined as AT.
Cellular Neural Network 4 x 4 processing arruy with border cell inputs
The proper final state of a CNN can vary dependmg on At. If the output of a cell is used to determine the final state of a CNN, as is the case when AZO, then it is possible that the cells can converge to a wrong value. The dependence of a CNN on At is determined by the architecture of the array as well as the templates used to implement the given function.
If the CNN relies heavily on the B template, then the effect of AT is minimum. This is because the network is being driven by the constant value of ~.&l representing the image which can offset any slowly converging cells.
The architecture used to implement a CNN can also increase the effects of AT. If The t of cell C (3, 3) was then altered by changing the value of the capacitor in the cell to 1.05C. This had the effect of making At equal to 5%. Fig. 2c shows that the slower convergence rate of cell C (3, 3) caused the CNN to converge to an improper final state. Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the state of cell C (3, 3) and its surrounding cells. As the figure shows, at 1.7us cell C (3, 3) has decayed to .4V but the surrounding cells have already reached the transition point. Once the surrounding cells reach the transition point, their output changes to -1. This change causes the surrounding cells to inject current into cell C (3, 3) . The injected current causes the state of cell C(3,3) to begin to rise. The graph shows the impact of this change on the cell. 
Convergence Test Method
The test method presented next test a CNN for variances in convergence. The test is intended to be used in a production environment in conjunction with the functional test presented in the following sections. The test uses an edge detection type template to detect slowly converging cells. After the test, the slow converging cells appear black while the rest of the array tums white. The convergence test algorithm is presented next. The test can detect variances in AT as small as 5% as long as the cell does not have two or more slowly convergent orthogonal neighbors.
Simulated Convergence Test
A 5x5 CNN simulator implemented using HSPICE was used to confirm the above test procedure. All cells had a 1pF integrating capacitor except for cells C(ZJ), C(2,3), C(2,4), 
Fig. 4 Slow converging cells a original test image to be processed b final result showing cells C(2,3), C(2,4) and cell C(S,4) are slow converging cells
As Fig. 4 shows, all slowly convergent cells remained black except cell C(1,l). This is due to the fact that this cell had the constant dnving force of the border cells to eventually force the cell to a white value. This is similar to the effect of having the B template present. Fig. 5 shows the state value of cell C(1,l). The convergent rate of the cell is slowed when its neighbors outputs changes, but its direction is not reversed. Due to this phenomenon the comer cells of the array will always converge to the proper value. 
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Fig. 5 State variable value of cell C(1,l) showing the effect of the border cells on its convergence. The state of cell C(1,l) is shown as is shown as the solid line and its output
Fault Models
A CNN processor has only two output states. Commonly, in image processing applications these states appear as white or black pixels. If a cell is unable to change from one state to the other, it is defined to be "stuck-at-white" or "stuck-at-black", depending on its current value. With the proposed test method it is possible to detect 100% of the stuck-at faults in the processor.
Functional Test Methods
The test procedure has two separate methods to detect faulty cells, a local method using the B template and a propagation method using the A template. The entire array can be tested using either of these methods regardless of its size. The advantage of the A template method is that it verifies that each cell is responding correctly to its neighbors output. The propagation test should be used if the processing array does not appear to be disseminating information throughout the network properly. The local method uses the input image and the B template to predict the final output state, yii, of each cell in the array. The algorithm for the local test procedure is shown next. The normalized value correspondmg to a white input is -1. -L 1 -cij is faulty i = 1,2 ... n; j = 1,2 ... m from each of its eight neighbors. As the current is injected into the cell, the integrator voltage rises and the cell output reaches the normalized value of 1, which corresponds to black. If cell C(i,j) fails to change under such overwhelming circumstances the conclusion that must be drawn is that the cell is "stuck-at-white". The result of this test does not depend on the output of any cell, therefore if cell C(i,j) is "stuck-at-white" its output will not effect the output of its neighbors. The same algorithm can be applied to find "stuck-at-black" cells by changing all instances of white to black and -1 to 1 in steps 2 thru 5 of the local test algorithm.
-The test of the CNN array using the A template uses the idea :of propagation of information across the network. The propagation ability of CNNs has been described before [5] .
Here we use the same concept although the templates are different since we only want propagation and not "full dragging." as described in 151. When propagating informauon across the network, the effects of Az do not effect the final state of the CNN they only &lay the final result due to the slower convergence time of any cells in the propagation path. In this case the input image does not matter and the border cells and initial conditions of the network are black. The A template shown in the algorithm below causes each cell, C(i,j), to look at the cell behind it, C(i-1 ,j), and change to the color of that cell. The algorithm for the propagation test method is outlined next. The process starts at the left edge of the array and propagates across the network to the right side. Since the border cells,
, are black, the predicted result should be an all black image. If a "stuck-at-white" fault is detected, then all properly functioning cells to the right of the stuck cell should also remain white. The faulty cell in effect cast its "shadow" across the array. The situation where two or more faulty cells lie on the same row can be detected by rotating theA template clockwise 45" and repeating the test. The template should be rotated in this manner 360" in order to assure complete coverage of the array. The "stuck-at-white" cells can be determined by performing the logical OR of the resulting eight output images. The same procedure can be used to detect "stuck-at-black" cells by changing all occurrences of white to black and -1 to 1 in steps 2 thru 8 in the propagation test algorithm and performing a logical AND in step 7. Simulated Functional Test Results Using a CNN simulation program the above tests were applied to a 5x5 CNN network. In both the local and propagation tests, cells C(3,2) and C(2,3) were intentionally forced into the "stuck-at-white" state. Fig. 6a shows the input image used for both tests. Fig. 6b shows the resulting final image after the simulation of the local test. It is clearly seen that all properly working cells have successfully implemented the B template and made the transition from white to black. Cell C(2,2) was able to make the transition even though two of its neighbors where faulty. This is because the output of each cell is due only to the input image and is independent of any cells output. Fig. 7 shows the results of the simulation after the propagation test. Fig. 7a shows the "shadow" effect discussed earlier. It is safe to assume by viewing Fig. 7a that cells C(3,2) and C(2,3) are faulty. However, it is unclear if any of the remaining cells on rows 2 or 3 are "stuck-at-white" due to the "shadow" of the faulty cells. Fig. 7b shows the result after rotating the template 45" and the new direction of propagation. It is still unclear as to whether cell C(3,4) is functioning properly. Fig. 7c confirms that cell C(3,4) is functioning properly. 
Conclusion
The variance in convergence rates of the cells of a CNN has been shown to have an impact on the final state of the Network. If cell C(ij) is slower to converge to its final state than the cells around it and if the architecture is sensitive to variances in z, then cell C(i,j) may fail to make the transition to its proper final value. A convergence test method to detect dependence on AT has been proposed. The test method can detect variances in convergence rates as small as 5%. A testing method for CNNs has been presented which provides 100% fault detection with no additional hardware required. Only five input vectors are needed x(O), U, A, B and I. The image vector U contains only two components, the color of the image and the color of the border cells. The initial conditions are always the same color for the entire array therefore the vector x(0) needs to only represent the chosen color. The template vectors A and B always contain the nine values necessary to interact with the surrounding cells of C(i,j) . I, the independent current source vector is 0 in all cases. Since none of the input vectors have any dependence on the array size, any size array can be tested and the number and size of the input vectors will remain constant. Both functional testing methods give 100% fault detection. The local testing method provides 100% fault isolation and the aagnosis is available by simply looking at the final image achieved after the CNN converges. There are some fault location configurations that could impede fault isolation using the propagation test, i.e. if the faults form a complete rectangle, the status of the cells inside the rectangle would be unknown due to the shadow effect. This fact lowers the fault isolation capabilities of the propagation method but, does not change the fault detection percentage. The diagnosis for the propagation test is available after the A template has been rotated 360" and the proper logic function has been performed on the results.
